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Abstract
Recent research has made significant progress in
designing fusion modules for audio-visual speech
separation. However, they predominantly focus
on multi-modal fusion at a single temporal scale
of auditory and visual features without employ-
ing selective attention mechanisms, which is in
sharp contrast with the brain. To address this is-
sue, We propose a novel model called Intra- and
Inter-Attention Network (IIANet), which leverages
the attention mechanism for efficient audio-visual
feature fusion. IIANet consists of two types of
attention blocks: intra-attention (IntraA) and inter-
attention (InterA) blocks, where the InterA blocks
are distributed at the top, middle and bottom of
IIANet. Heavily inspired by the way how hu-
man brain selectively focuses on relevant con-
tent at various temporal scales, these blocks main-
tain the ability to learn modality-specific features
and enable the extraction of different semantics
from audio-visual features. Comprehensive ex-
periments on three standard audio-visual separa-
tion benchmarks (LRS2, LRS3, and VoxCeleb2)
demonstrate the effectiveness of IIANet, outper-
forming previous state-of-the-art methods while
maintaining comparable inference time. In partic-
ular, the fast version of IIANet (IIANet-fast) has
only 7% of CTCNet’s MACs and is 40% faster
than CTCNet on CPUs while achieving better
separation quality, showing the great potential of
attention mechanism for efficient and effective
multimodal fusion. The source code is released1.
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1. Introduction
In our daily lives, audio and visual signals are the primary
means of information transmission, providing rich cues for
humans to obtain valuable information in noisy environ-
ments (Cherry, 1953; Arons, 1992). This innate ability is
known as the “cocktail party effect”, also referred to as
“speech separation” in computer science. Speech separation
possesses extensive research significance, such as assisting
individuals with hearing impairments (Summerfield, 1992),
enhancing the auditory experience of wearable devices (Ryu-
min et al., 2023), etc.

Researchers have previously sought to address the cocktail
party effect through audio streaming alone (Luo & Mes-
garani, 2019; Luo et al., 2020; Hu et al., 2021). This task is
called audio-only speech separation (AOSS). However, the
quality of the separation system may decline dramatically
when speech is corrupted by noise (Afouras et al., 2018a).
To address this issue, many researchers have focused on
audio-visual speech separation (AVSS), achieving remark-
able progress. Existing AVSS methods can be broadly clas-
sified into two categories based on their fusion modules:
CNN-based and Transformer-based. CNN-based methods
(Gao & Grauman, 2021; Li et al., 2022; Wu et al., 2019)
exhibit lower computational complexity and excellent local
feature extraction capabilities, enabling the extraction of
audio-visual information at multiple scales to capture local
contextual relationships. Transformer-based methods (Lee
et al., 2021; Rahimi et al., 2022; Montesinos et al., 2022) can
leverage cross-attention mechanisms to learn associations
across different time steps, effectively handling dynamic
relationships between audio-visual information.

By comparing the working mechanisms of these AVSS
methods and the brain, we find that there are two major
differences. First, auditory and visual information under-
goes neural integration at multiple levels of the auditory
and visual pathways, including the thalamus (Halverson &
Freeman, 2006; Cai et al., 2019), A1 and V1 (Mesik et al.,
2015; Eckert et al., 2008), and occipital cortex (Ghazanfar &
Schroeder, 2006; Stein & Stanford, 2008). However, most
AVSS methods integrate audio-visual information only at
either coarse (Gao & Grauman, 2021; Lee et al., 2021) or
fine (Li et al., 2022; Montesinos et al., 2022; Wu et al., 2019;
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Rahimi et al., 2022) temporal scale, thus ignoring semantic
associations across different scales.

Second, numerous evidences have indicated that the hu-
man brain employs selective attention to focus on relevant
speech in a noisy environment (Cherry, 1953; Golumbic
et al., 2013a). This also modulates neural responses in
a frequency-specific manner, enabling the tracked speech
to be distinguished and separated from competing speech
(Golumbic et al., 2013b; Wikman et al., 2021; Mesgarani
& Chang, 2012; O’sullivan et al., 2015; Kaya & Elhilali,
2017). The Transformer-based AVSS methods adopt atten-
tion mechanisms (Rahimi et al., 2022; Montesinos et al.,
2022), but they commonly employ the Transformer as the
backbone network to extract and fuse audio-visual features,
and the attention is not explicitly designed for selecting
speakers. In contrast to above complex fusion strategies,
our approach aims to design a simple and efficient fusion
module based on the selective attention mechanism.

To achieve this goal, inspired by the structure and function
of the brain, we propose a concise and efficient audio-visual
fusion scheme, called Intra- and Inter-Attention Network
(IIANet), which leverages different forms of attention2 to
extract diverse semantics from audio-visual features. IIANet
consists of two hierarchical unimodal networks, mimicking
the audio and visual pathways in the brain, and employs
two types of attention mechanisms: intra-attention (IntraA)
within single modalities and inter-attention (InterA) between
modalities.

Following a recent AOSS model (Li et al., 2023), the IntraA
employs top-down attention to enhance the ability of the
model to select relevant information in unimodal networks
with the guidance of higher-level features. This mecha-
nism is inspired by the massive top-down neural projections
discovered in both auditory (Guinan Jr, 2006; Budinger
et al., 2008) and visual (Angelucci et al., 2002; Felleman &
Van Essen, 1991) pathways. The InterA mechanism aims
to select relevant information in one modality with the help
of the features in the other unimodal network. It is used
at all levels of the unimodal networks. Roughly speaking,
the InterA block at the top level (InterA-T) corresponds to
higher associate cortical areas such as the frontal cortex and
occipital cortex (Raij et al., 2000; Keil et al., 2012; Stein &
Stanford, 2008), and at the bottom level (InterA-B) corre-
sponds to the thalamus (Halverson & Freeman, 2006; Cai
et al., 2019). The InterA blocks at the middle levels (InterA-
M) reflect the direct neural projections between different
auditory areas and visual areas, e.g., from the core and belt
regions of the auditory cortex to the V1 area (Falchier et al.,
2002).

2Please note that here the intra-attention and inter-attention are
irrelevant to Transformer.

On three AVSS benchmarks, we found that IIANet sur-
passed the previous SOTA method CTCNet (Li et al., 2022)
by a considerable margin, while the model inference time
was nearly on par with CTCNet. We also built a fast version
of IIANet, termed IIANet-fast. It achieved an inference
speed on CPU that was more than twice as fast as CTCNet
and still yielded better separation quality on three bench-
mark datasets.

2. Related work
2.1. Audio-visual speech separation

Incorporating different modalities aligns better with the
brain’s processing (Calvert, 2001; Bar, 2007). Some meth-
ods (Gao & Grauman, 2021; Li et al., 2022; Wu et al., 2019;
Lee et al., 2021; Rahimi et al., 2022; Montesinos et al.,
2022) have attempted to add visual cues in the AOSS task
to improve the clarity of separated audios, called audio-
visual speech separation (AVSS). They have demonstrated
impressive separation results in more complex acoustic en-
vironments, but these methods only focus on audio-visual
features fusion at a single temporal scale in both modalities,
e.g., only at the finest (Wu et al., 2019; Li et al., 2022) or
coarsest (Gao & Grauman, 2021; Lee et al., 2021) scales,
which restrains their efficient utilization of different modali-
ties’ information. While CTCNet’s fusion module (Li et al.,
2022) attempts to improve separation quality by utilizing vi-
sual and auditory features at different scales, it still focuses
on fusion at the finest temporal scales. This unintentionally
hinders the effectiveness of using visual information for
guidance during the separation process. Moreover, some of
the AVSS models (Lee et al., 2021; Montesinos et al., 2022;
Sterpu et al., 2018) employ attention mechanisms within
the process of inter-modal fusion, while the significance of
intra-modal attention mechanisms is overlooked. This defi-
ciency constrains their separation capabilities, as the global
information within the auditory modality plays a crucial
role in enhancing the clarity of the separated audio (Li et al.,
2023). Notably, the fusion module of these methods (Lee
et al., 2021; Montesinos et al., 2022; Sterpu et al., 2018)
tends to use a similarity matrix to compute the attention,
which dramatically increases the computational complexity.
In contrast, our proposed IIANet uses the sigmoid func-
tion and element-wise product for selective attention, which
can efficiently integrate audio-visual features at different
temporal scales.

2.2. Attention mechanism in speech separation

Attention is a critical function of the brain (Rensink, 2000;
Corbetta & Shulman, 2002; Mizokuchi et al., 2023), serving
as a pivotal mechanism for humans to cope with complex
internal and external environments. Our brain has the abil-
ity to focus its superior resources to selectively process
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task-relevant information (Schneider, 2013). It is widely ac-
cepted that numerous brain regions are involved in the trans-
mission of attention, forming an intricate neural network
of interconnections (Posner & Petersen, 1990; Fukushima,
1986). These regions play distinct roles, enabling humans to
selectively focus on processing certain information at neces-
sary times and locations while ignoring other perceivable in-
formation. Numerous evidences have shown the importance
of top-down attention (Fernández et al., 2015; Mesgarani &
Chang, 2012) and cross-modal attention (Golumbic et al.,
2013b; Wikman et al., 2021) for the brain to select informa-
tion of interest. In addition, cross-model integration happens
in multiple stages, and all can be modulated by attention
(Talsma et al., 2010; Ahmed et al., 2023).

Recently, Kuo et al. (2022) constructed artificial neural
networks to simulate the attention mechanism of auditory
features, confirming that top-down attention plays a critical
role in addressing the cocktail party problem. Several re-
cent AOSS models (Shi et al., 2018; Li et al., 2023; Chen
et al., 2023) have utilized top-down attention in designing
speech separation models. These approaches were able to
reduce computational costs while maintaining audio separa-
tion quality. They have also shown excellent performance
dealing with complex mixture audio. However, the efficient
integration of top-down and cross-modal attention in AVSS
models remains an unclear aspect.

3. The proposed model
Let A ∈ R1×Ta and V ∈ RH×W×Tv represent the audio
and video streams of an individual speaker, respectively,
where Ta denotes the audio length; H , W , and Tv denote
the height, width, and the number of lip frames, respectively.
We aim to separate a high-quality, clean single-speaker au-
dio A from the noisy speech S ∈ R1×Ta based on the
video cues V and filter out the remaining speech compo-
nents (other interfering speakers). Specifically, our pipeline
consists of four modules: audio encoder, video encoder,
separation network and audio decoder (see Figure 1A).

The overall pipeline of the IIANet is summarized as follows.
First, we obtain a video containing two speakers from the
streaming media, and the lips are extracted from each image
frame. Second, we encode the lip frames and noisy speech
into lip embeddings EV ∈ RNv×Tv and noisy speech em-
beddings ES ∈ RNa×T ′

a using a video encoder same as
CTCNet (Li et al., 2022) and an audio encoder (a 1D convo-
lutional layer), respectively, where Nv, Na and T ′

a are the
visual and audio embedding dimensions and the number of
frames for audio embedding, respectively. Third, the separa-
tion network takes ES and EV as inputs and outputs a soft
mask M ∈ RNa×T ′

a for the target speaker. We multiply ES

with M to estimate the target speaker’s speech embedding
(ĒS = ES⊙M), where “⊙” denotes the element-wise prod-

uct. Finally, we utilize the audio decoder (a 1D transposed
convolutional layer) to convert the ĒS back to the waveform,
generating the target speaker’s speech Ā ∈ R1×Ta .

3.1. Audio-visual separation network

The core architecture of IIANet is an audio-visual separation
network consisting of two types of components: (A) intra-
attention (IntraA) blocks, (B) inter-attention (InterA) blocks
(distributed at different locations: top (InterA-T), middle
(InterA-M) and bottom (InterA-B)). The architecture of the
separation network is illustrated in Figure 1B, which is
described as follows:

1. Bottom-up pass. The audio network and video net-
work take ES and EV as inputs and output multi-scale

auditory {Si ∈ RNa×
T ′
a

2i |i = 0, 1..., D} and visual
{Vi ∈ RNv×Tv

2i |i = 0, 1..., D} features, where D de-
notes the total number of convolutional layers with a
kernel size of 5 and a stride of 2, followed by a global
normalization layer (GLN) (Luo & Mesgarani, 2019).
In Figure 1B, we show an example model with D = 3.

2. AV fusion through the InterA-T block. The multi-
scale auditory Si and visual Vi features are fused using
the InterA-T block (Figure 2A) at the top of separation
network to obtain the inter-modal global features SG ∈
RNa×

T ′
a

2D and VG ∈ RNv× Tv

2D .

3. AV fusion in the top-down pass through IntraA and
InterA-M blocks. Firstly, the SG and VG are em-
ployed to modulate Si and Vi within each modality
using top-down global IntraA blocks, yielding audi-

tory S̄i ∈ RNa×
T ′
a

2i and visual V̄i ∈ RNv×Tv
2i fea-

tures. Secondly, the InterA-M block takes the auditory
S̄i and visual V̄i features at the same temporal scale
as inputs, and output the modulated auditory features

S̃i ∈ RNa×
T ′
a

2i . Finally, the top-down pass generates
the auditory Š0 ∈ RNa×T ′

a and visual V̌0 ∈ RNv×Tv

features at the maximum temporal scale using top-
down local IntraA blocks.

4. AV fusion through the InterA-B block. The InterA-
B block (Figure 2D) takes the auditory Š0 and visual
V̌0 features as input and outputs audio-visual features
ĒS,t ∈ RNa×T ′

a and ĒV,t ∈ RNv×Tv , where t denotes
the cycle index of audio-visual fusion.

5. Cycle of audio and video networks. The above steps
complete the first cycle of the separation network. For
the t-th cycle where t ≥ 2, the audio-visual features
ĒS,t−1 and ĒV,t−1 obtained in the (t − 1)-th cycle,
instead of ES and EV , serve as input to the separation
network, and we repeat the above steps. After NF

cycles, the auditory features ĒS,t are refined alone for
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Figure 1. The overall pipeline of IIANet. (A) IIANet consists of four main components: audio encoder, video encoder, separation network,
and audio decoder. The red and blue tildes indicate that the same module is repeated several times. (B) The separation network contains
two types of attention blocks: IntraA and InterA (InterA-T, InterA-M, InterA-B) blocks. The dashed lines indicate the use of global
features SG and VG as top-down attention modulation for multi-scale features Si and Vi. All blocks use different parameters but keep
the same across different cycles.

NS cycles in the audio network to reconstruct high-
quality audio. Finally, we pass the output of the final
cycle through an activation function (ReLU) to yield
the separation network’s output M (Figure 1A).

The steps 2-4 and the blocks mentioned in these steps are
described in details in what follows.

Step 2: AV fusion through the InterA-T block. In the
InterA-T block, we first utilize an average pooling layer
with a pooling ratio 2D−i in the temporal dimension to
down-sample the temporal dimensions of Si and Vi to T ′

a

2D

and Tv

2D
, respectively, and then merge them to obtain global

features SG and VG using InterA-T block (Figure 2A). The
detailed process of the InterA-T block is described by the

equations below:

fffS =

D−1∑
i=0

pi(Si) + SD and fffV =
D−1∑
i=0

pi(Vi) +VD,

SG = FFNS (fffS ⊙ σ(Q(fffV ))) ,

VG = FFNV (fffV ⊙ σ(Q(fffS))) ,
(1)

where fffS ∈ RNa×
T ′
a

2D and fffV ∈ RNv× Tv
2D denote the cu-

mulative multi-scale auditory and visual features, FFN(·)
denotes a feed-forward network with three convolutional
layers followed by a GLN, Q3 denotes a convolutional layer
followed by a GLN, pi(·) denotes the average pooling lay-
ers and σ denotes the sigmoid function. Here, pi(·) uses

3For the simplification of symbols, we use Q to denote a 1D
convolutional layer followed by a GLN throughout the paper. But
unless otherwise specified, different Q’s do not share parameters.
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Figure 2. Flow diagram of InraA and InterA blocks: (A) InterA-T block, (B) IntraA block, (C) InterA-M block and (D) InterA-B block in
the IIANet, where ⊙ denotes element-wise product and σ denotes the sigmoid function.

different pooling ratios for different i such that the temporal
dimensions of all pi(Si) are T ′

a

2D
and the temporal dimen-

sions of all pi(Vi) are Tv

2D
. The hyperparameters of Q are

specified such that the resulting audio and video features
have the same embedding dimension. The σ function re-
ceiving information from one modality acts as selective
attention, modulating the other modality. The global fea-
tures SG and VG are used to guide the separation process
in the top-down pass.

Step 3: AV fusion in the top-down pass through IntraA
and InterA-M blocks. Given the multi-scale audio-visual
features {Si,Vi} and SG and VG as inputs, we employ the
global IntraA blocks ϕ(x,y) (Figure 2B) in the top-down
pass (the dotted lines in Figure 1B) to extract audio S̄i and
visual features V̄i at each temporal scale,

x̄ = ϕ(x,y) = σ (Q (µ (y)))⊙ x+Q (µ (y)) (2)

where µ(·) denotes interpolation up-sampling. For au-
dio signals, S̄i = ϕ(Si,SG); for video signals, V̄i =
ϕ(Vi,VG). The hyperparameters of µ are specified such
that the resulted audio and video signals have the same tem-
poral dimension. Since these attention blocks use the global
features SG and VG to modulate the intermediate features
Si and Vi when reconstructing these features in the top-
down process, they are called global IntraA blocks. This

is inspired by the global attention mechanism used in an
AOSS model (Li et al., 2023). But in that model, the global
feature is simply upsampled, then goes through a sigmoid
function and multiplied with the intermediate features x.
Mathematically, the process is written as follows

x̄ = ϕ′(x,y) = σ(µ(y))⊙ x. (3)

We empirically found that ϕ worked better than ϕ′ (see
Appendix A).

In contrast to previous AVSS methods (Gao & Grauman,
2021; Li et al., 2022), we investigate which part of the
audio network should be attended to undergo the guidance
of visual features within the same temporal scale. We utilize
the visual features V̄i from the same temporal scale as S̄i

to modulate the auditory features S̄i using the InterA-M
blocks (Figure 2C),

S̃i = σ(Q(µ(V̄i)))⊙ S̄i, ∀i ∈ [0, D], (4)

where S̃i ∈ RN×T ′
a

2i denotes the modulated auditory fea-
tures. Same as before, the hyperparameters of Q and µ
are specified such that the two terms on the two sides of ⊙
have the same dimension. In this way, the InterA-M blocks
are expected to extract the target speaker’s sound features
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according to the target speaker’s visual features at the same
scale.

Then, we reconstructed auditory and visual features sepa-
rately to obtain the features (Š0, V̌0) in a top-down pass
(Figure 1B). We leverage the local top-down attention mech-
anism (Li et al., 2023), and the corresponding blocks are
called local IntraA blocks, which are able to fuse as many
multi-scale features as possible while reducing information
redundancy. We start from the (D − 1)-th layer. The atten-
tion signals are S̃D and V̄D. Therefore,

ŠD−1 = ϕ(S̃D−1, S̃D), V̌D−1 = ϕ(V̄D−1, V̄D). (5)

For i = D − 2, ..., 0, the attention signals are Ši and V̌i,
therefore

Ši = ϕ(S̃i, Ši+1), V̌i = ϕ(V̄i, V̌i+1). (6)

Please note that different IntraA blocks within one cycle, as
depicted in Figure 1B, use different parameters.

Step 4: AV fusion through the InterA-B block. In CTC-
Net (Li et al., 2022), the global audio-visual features fused
all auditory and visual multi-scale features using the concate-
nation strategy, leading to high computational complexity.
Here, we only perform inter-modal fusion on the finest-
grained auditory and visual features (Š0 and V̌0) using
attention strategy, greatly reducing computational complex-
ity.

Specifically, we reduce the impact of redundant features by
incorporating the InterA-B block (Figure 2D) between the
finest-grained auditory and visual features Š0 and V̌0. In
particular, the process of global audio-visual fusion is as
follows:

ĒS,t = Š0 +Q
(
µ(V̌0)⊙ σ

(
Q
(
Š0

)))
,

ĒV,t = V̌0 +Q
(
µ(Š0)⊙ σ

(
Q
(
V̌0

)))
.

(7)

Same as in (1), the hyperparameters of Q and µ are speci-
fied such that the element-wise product and addition in (5)
function correctly. The working process of this block is
simple. One modality features are modulated by the other
modality features through an attention function σ, and then
the results are added to the original features. Several con-
volutions and up-samplings are interleaved in the process
to ensure that the dimensions of results are appropriate. We
keep the original features in the final results by addition
because we do not want the final features to be altered too
much by the other modality information.

Finally, the output auditory and visual features ĒS,t and
ĒV,t serve as inputs for the subsequent audio network and
video network.

4. Experiments
4.1. Datasets

Consistent with previous research, we experimented on
three commonly used AVSS datasets: LRS2 (Afouras et al.,
2018a), LRS3 (Afouras et al., 2018b), and VoxCeleb2
(Chung et al., 2018). Due to the fact that the LRS2 and
VoxCeleb2 datasets were collected from YouTube, they
present a more complex acoustic environment compared
to the LRS3 dataset. Each audio was 2 seconds in length
with a sample rate of 16 kHz. The mixture was created by
randomly selecting two different speakers from datasets and
mixing their speeches with signal-to-noise ratios between
-5 dB and 5 dB. Lip frames were synchronized with audio,
having a frame rate of 25 FPS and a size of 88×88 grayscale
images. We used the same dataset split consistent with pre-
vious works (Li et al., 2022; Gao & Grauman, 2021; Lee
et al., 2021). See Appendix B for details.

4.2. Model configurations and evaluation metrics

The IIANet model was implemented using PyTorch (Paszke
et al., 2019), and optimized using the Adam optimizer
(Kingma & Ba, 2014) with an initial learning rate of 0.001.
The learning rate was cut by 50% whenever there was no
improvement in the best validation loss for 15 consecutive
epochs. The training was halted if the best validation loss
failed to improve over 30 successive epochs. Gradient clip-
ping was used during training to avert gradient explosion,
setting the maximum L2 norm to 5. We used the SI-SNR
objective function to train the IIANet. See Appendix C for
details. All experiments were conducted with a batch size
of 6, utilizing 8 GeForce RTX 4090 GPUs. The hyperpa-
rameters are included in Appendix D.

Same as previous research (Gao & Grauman, 2021; Li
et al., 2022; Afouras et al., 2018a), the SDRi (Vincent et al.,
2006b) and SI-SNRi (Le Roux et al., 2019) were used as a
metric for speech separation. See Appendix C for details.
To simulate human auditory perception and to assess and
quantify the quality of speech signals, we also used PESQ
(Union, 2007) as an evaluation metric, which is used to mea-
sure the clarity and intelligibility of speech signals, ensuring
the reliability of the results.

4.3. Comparisons with state-of-the-art methods

To explore the efficiency of the proposed approach, we have
designed a faster version, namely IIANet-fast, which runs
half of NS cycles compared to IIANet (see Appendix D for
detailed parameters). We compared IIANet and IIANet-fast
with existing AVSS methods. To conduct a fair comparison,
we obtained metric values in original papers or reproduced
the results using officially released models by the authors.
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Table 1. Separation results of different AVSS methods on LRS2, LRS3, and VoxCeleb2 datasets. These metrics represent the average
values for all speakers in each test set, where larger SI-SNRi, SDRi and PESQ values are better. “-” denotes results not reported in the
original paper. Bolds indicate the best while

::::
wave

:::
line indicate the second best.

Methods LRS2 LRS3 VoxCeleb2

SI-SNRi SDRi PESQ SI-SNRi SDRi PESQ SI-SNRi SDRi PESQ

AVConvTasNet (Wu et al., 2019) 12.5 12.8 2.69 11.2 11.7 2.58 9.2 9.8 2.17
LWTNet (Afouras et al., 2020) - 10.8 - - 4.8 - - - -

VisualVoice (Gao & Grauman, 2021) 11.5 11.8 2.78 9.9 10.3 2.13 9.3 10.2 2.45
CaffNet-C (Lee et al., 2021) - 10.0 1.15 - 9.8 - - 7.6 -

AVLiT-8 (Martel et al., 2023) 12.8 13.1 2.56 13.5 13.6 2.78 9.4 9.9 2.23
CTCNet (Li et al., 2022) 14.3 14.6 3.08 17.4 17.5 3.24 11.9 13.1 3.00

IIANet (ours) 16.0 16.2 3.23 18.3 18.5 3.28 13.6 14.3 3.12
IIANet-fast (ours)

:::
15.1

:::
15.4

:::
3.11

:::
17.8

:::
17.9

:::
3.25

:::
12.6

:::
13.6

:::
3.01

Table 2. Parameter sizes and computational complexities of different AVSS methods. All results are measured with an input audio length
of 1 second, a sample rate of 16 kHz, and a video frame sample rate of 25 FPS. Inference time is measured in the same testing environment
without the use of any additional acceleration techniques, such as quantization or pruning.

Methods Computation Cost Inference Time GPU Memory (MB)
MACs (G) Params (M) CPU (s) GPU (ms)

AVConvTasNet (Wu et al., 2019) 23.8 16.5 1.06
::::
62.51 117.05

VisualVoice (Gao & Grauman, 2021) 9.7 77.8 2.98 110.31 313.74
AVLiT (Martel et al., 2023) 18.2

:::
5.8 0.46 62.51

:::
24.0

CTCNet (Li et al., 2022) 167.1 7.0 1.26 84.17 75.8

IIANet (ours) 18.6 3.1 1.27 110.11 12.5
IIANet-fast (ours)

::::
11.9 3.1

:::
0.52 70.94 12.5

Separation quality. As demonstrated in Table 1, IIANet
consistently outperformed existing methods across all
datasets, with at least a 0.9 dB gain in SI-SNRi. In par-
ticular, IIANet exceled in complex environments, notably
on the LRS2 and VoxCeleb2 datasets, outperforming AVSS
methods by a minimum of 1.7 dB SI-SNRi in separation
quality. This significant improvement highlights the impor-
tance of IIANet’s hierarchical audio-visual integration. In
addition, IIANet-fast also achieved excellent results, which
surpassed CTCNet in separation quality with an improve-
ment of 1.1 dB in SI-SNRi on the challenging LRS2 dataset.

Model size and computational cost. In practical applica-
tions, model size and computational cost are often crucial
considerations. We employed three hardware-agnostic met-
rics to circumvent disparities between different hardware,
including number of parameters (Params) and Multiply-
Accumulate operations (MACs)4, and GPU memory usage
during inference. We also selected two hardware-related
metrics to measure inference speed on specific GPU and
CPU hardware. The results were shown in Table 2. Please
note that some of the AVSS methods (Alfouras et al., 2018;
Afouras et al., 2020; Lee et al., 2021) in Table 1 are not

4For applications that need to run models in resource-
constrained environments, such as mobile devices and edge com-
puting, MACs is a key metric because it is directly related to power
consumption, latency, and storage requirements.

included in Table 2 because they are not open sourced.

Compared to the previous SOTA method CTCNet, IIANet
can achieve significantly higher separation quality using
11% of the MACs, 44% of the parameters and 16% of the
GPU memory. IIANet’s inference on CPU was as fast as
CTCNet, but was slower on GPU. With better separation
quality than CTCNet, IIANet-fast had much less computa-
tional cost (only 7% of CTCNet’s MACs) and substantially
higher inference speed (40% of CTCNet’s time on CPU and
84% of CTCNet’s time on GPU). This not only showcased
the efficiency of IIANet-fast but also highlighted its aptness
for deployment onto environments with limited hardware
resources and strict real-time requirement.

In conclusion, compared to with previous AVSS methods,
IIANet achieved a good trade-off between separation quality
and computational cost.

4.4. Multi-speaker performance

We present results on the LRS2 dataset with 3 and 4 speak-
ers. We created two variants of the dataset for these pur-
poses, named LRS2-3Mix and LRS2-4Mix, both used in our
model’s training and testing. Correspondingly, the default
LRS2 dataset has a new name LRS2-2Mix. Throughout the
paper, unless otherwise specified, LRS2 dataset refers to the
default LRS2-2Mix dataset. For more details on dataset con-
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struction, training processes, and testing procedures, please
refer to Appendix F.

We use the following baseline methods for comparison: AV-
ConvTasNet (Wu et al., 2019), AVLIT (Martel et al., 2023),
and CTCNet (Li et al., 2022). The results are presented in
Table 3. Each table column shows a different dataset, where
the number of speakers in the mixed signal C varies. The
models used for evaluating each dataset were specifically
trained for separating a corresponding number of speakers.
It is evident from the results that the proposed model signif-
icantly outperformed the previous methods across all three
datasets.

4.5. Ablation study

To better understand IIANet, we compared each key com-
ponent using the LRS2 dataset in a completely fair setup,
i.e., using the same architecture and hyperparameters in the
following experiments.

Importance of IntraA and InterA. We investigated the
role of IntraA and InterA in model performance. To this end,
we constructed a control model (called Control 1) resulted
from removing IntraA and InterA blocks from IIANet. Ba-
sically, it uses two upside down UNet (Ronneberger et al.,
2015) architectures as the visual and auditory backbones and
fuses visual and auditory features at the finest temporal scale
(Figure 4A in Appendix). We then added IntraA blocks
to Control 1 to obtain a new model, called Control 2 (Fig-
ure 4B in Appendix). The detailed description of Controls
1 and 2 can be found in Appendix G and the training and
inference procedures are the same as IIANet. As shown in
Table 4, Control 1 obtained poor results, and adding IntraA
blocks improved the results. This improvement validated
the effectiveness of the IntraA blocks in the AVSS task,
though it was originally proposed for AOSS (Li et al., 2023),
because the IntraA module obtained intra-modal contextual
features. Adding InterA blocks to Control 2 yielded the
proposed IIANet, which obtained a substantial separation
quality improvement by 2.4 dB and 2.2 dB in SI-SNRi and
SDRi metrics, respectively. This proves that the InterA mod-
ule enables the visual information to exploit and extract the
relevant auditory features fully. Taken together, the results
show the effectiveness of the IntraA and InterA blocks.

Importance of different InterA blocks. Table 5 reports
the performances of different combinations of the three
InterA blocks: InterA-T, InterA-M and InterA-B. Please
note that excluding InterA-T block means directly using∑D−1

i=0 p(Si) + SD and
∑D−1

i=0 p(Vi) + VD as input to
auditory and visual MLPs, respectively, with cross-modal
attention signal removed. Excluding InterA-M block means
removing visual fusion branches at each temporal scale. Ex-
cluding InterA-B block means not performing fine-grained
audio-visual fusion.

When only one type of attention blocks is enabled in the
inter-modal settings, the InterA-M block results in the high-
est separation quality. When two types of attention blocks
are enabled, the combination of InterA-M and InterA-B
yielded the best results. The combination of all three types
of blocks performed the best.

Comparsion different AV fusion module implementa-
tions To validate the effectiveness of IIANet, we used Con-
trol 2 shown in Figure 4B as the baseline model to investi-
gate the performance of different AV fusion strategies (Lee
et al., 2021; Montesinos et al., 2022; Sterpu et al., 2018).
The reason for choosing Control 2 as the baseline is that its
audio and video networks share roughly the same structure
as the TDANet, an AOSS model proposed in (Li et al., 2023),
which has shown excellent performance. We investigated
the following three fusion strategies.

(1) Concatenate the visual and auditory features along
the channel dimension, utilize the self-attention mecha-
nism from the Transformer to integrate the AV informa-
tion, and return it to the visual and auditory networks.
Specifically, we first downsample Š0 ∈ RNa×T ′

a to the
same temporal dimension as V̌0 ∈ RNv×Tv , obtaining
Š′
0 ∈ RNa×Tv . Similarly, we upsample V̌0 to the same

temporal dimension as Š0, yielding V̌′
0 ∈ RNa×T ′

a .
Subsequently, we concatenate (Š0, V̌′

0) and (V̌0, Š′
0)

along the channel dimension, resulting in the fused
features F̌s ∈ R(Na+Nv)×T ′

a and F̌v ∈ R(Na+Nv)×Tv ,
respectively. These fused features, F̌s and F̌v, are then
fed as inputs to the self-attention mechanism imple-
mented within the Transformer. Finally, the output
features are returned to the auditory and visual net-
works, respectively.

(2) Use the visual and auditory features as the Query for
two separate cross-attention layers to fuse AV features,
respectively. Specifically, we first obtain V̌′

0 and Š′
0

using the upsampling and downsampling operations
as described in (1). Then, we assign V̌′

0 and Š′
0 as

the Q values for the auditory and visual attention lay-
ers, respectively. For the auditory attention layer, Š0

serves as both the K and V values, while for the visual
attention layer, V̌0 serves as both the K and V values.
Finally, the fused features obtained from the two cross-
attention layers are used as inputs to the auditory and
visual networks, respectively.

(3) Employ two self-attention mechanisms to extract vi-
sual and auditory features separately, then integrate the
audiovisual features using the second fusion strategy
(see above). Specifically, we first feed Š0 and V̌0 into
two separate self-attention layers to extract auditory
and visual features, respectively. Then, we employ the
cross-attention mechanism, consistent with the imple-
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Table 3. Performance of different models varies with the number of speakers. These results were based on training conducted using the
code from published baseline methods.

Methods LRS2-2Mix LRS2-3Mix LRS2-4Mix

SI-SNRi SDRi SI-SNRi SDRi SI-SNRi SDRi

AVConvTasNet (Wu et al., 2019) 12.5 12.8 8.2 8.8 4.1 4.6
AVLIT-8 (Martel et al., 2023) 12.8 13.1 9.4 9.9 5.0 5.7

CTCNet (Li et al., 2022)
:::
14.3

:::
14.6

:::
10.3

:::
10.8

::
6.3

::
6.9

IIANet (ours) 16.0 16.2 12.6 13.1 7.8 8.3

Table 4. Importance of IntraA blocks and InterA blocks on the
LRS2 test set. MACs are measured with 1s input audio sampled at
16 kHz.

Model SI-SNRi/SDRi Params (M)/MACs (G)

Control 1 13.1/13.4 2.2/16.7
Control 2

:::::::
13.6/14.0

:::::
2.2/18.1

IIANet 16.0/16.2 3.1/18.6

Table 5. Impact of each InterA block in IIANet on the LRS2 test
set.

InterA-T InterA-M InterA-B SI-SNRi / SNRi
√

× × 13.8 / 14.1
×

√
× 14.5 / 14.7

× ×
√

14.1 / 14.4
√ √

× 14.8 / 15.1√
×

√
15.0 / 15.2

×
√ √

:::
15.5

:
/
::::
15.7

√ √ √
16.0 / 16.2

mentation described in (2), to fuse the auditory and
visual features. Finally, the fused features are used as
inputs to the auditory and visual networks, respectively.

Table 6. Results of different audio-visual fusion strategies on the
LRS2 dataset.

Strategy SI-SNRi SDRi Params (M) MACs (G)

(1) SA 13.3 13.7 7.8 12.7
(2) CA 13.7 14.0 5.2 12.3

(3) SA + CA 14.1 14.3 7.3 12.7
Ours 16.0 16.2 3.1 11.9

Experimental results are shown in Table 6. Compared to
IIANet, the three fusion strategies did not achieve better
separation quality and had higher parameter counts and
computational complexity. This demonstrates the effective-
ness of IIANet’s hierarchical selective attention mechanism
in improving separation performance.

More analyses. We also performed additional analyses
of IIANet. First, we found that networks that include vi-
sual information significantly improve speech separation
performance compared to networks that rely only on audio
information (see Appendix E for details). Then, we improve

the separation quality by gradually increasing the number of
fusions (1 to 5) (Appendix H). Meanwhile, we investigated
the separation quality of three different pre-trained video
encoder models on the LRS2-2Mix dataset (Appendix I).
In addition, we explored the relationship between the loss
of visual cues (especially the speaker’s side profile) and the
separation quality (Appendix J). The samples from the side
view angle showed a significant decrease in separation qual-
ity compared to the frontal view. Compared to other AVSS
methods, IIANet had the smallest decrease of about 4%.
Finally, we applied a dynamic mixing data enhancement
scheme and obtained even better results (Appendix K). Un-
less specifically stated, experiments did not utilize dynamic
mixing data enhancement.

4.6. Qualitative evaluation

We visually compare the speech separation results of AV-
ConvTasNet, VisualVoice, CTCNet, and our IIANet, all
trained on the LRS2 dataset. We use the spectrogram of
the separated audios to demonstrate the quality of the sepa-
rated signals, as shown in Figure 6 in Appendix L. In the
left part, we observe that IIANet achieves better reconstruc-
tion results. See Appendix L for details. In addition, we
have investigated cases with suboptimal separation effects
(Appendix M).

Besides, we evaluated different AVSS methods (Visu-
alVoice, CTCNet) in real-world scenarios by collecting
multi-speaker videos on YouTube. Some typical results
are presented in website5. By listening to these results, one
can confirm that IIANet generated higher-quality separated
audio than other separation models.

5. Conclusion and discussion
We proposed a brain-inspired AVSS model, which is charac-
terized by extensive use of intra-attention and inter-attention
in the audio and video networks. Compared with the pre-
vious SOTA method CTCNet on three benchmark datasets,
IIANet achieved significantly higher separation quality with
11% MACs, 44% parameters and 16% GPU memory. By
reducing the number of cycles, IIANet ran much faster than
CTCNet yet still obtained better separation results.

5https://cslikai.cn/IIANet/
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Impact Statement
The deployment and utilization of voice separation tech-
nology, while innovative, harbors potential for significant
negative impacts across various domains. This technology’s
capability to unauthorizedly capture and dissect individual
conversations poses a stark invasion of privacy, risking the
exposure and malicious analysis of personal and organi-
zational dialogues. In the realm of security, particularly
concerning systems reliant on voice recognition, such tech-
nology could be exploited by hackers to bypass protective
measures by isolating and replicating specific voice com-
mands. Additionally, it may facilitate undue surveillance
in workplaces or public areas, challenging ethical and legal
norms regarding individual rights. Moreover, the technol-
ogy’s ability to extract voices from their contexts could
foster misinformation, damaging reputations and undermin-
ing trust in society. These issues underscore the critical need
for careful management and ethical guidelines in deploy-
ing voice separation technology to prevent its misuse while
safeguarding privacy and security.
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A. Evaluation on different global IntraA implementations
In this experiment, we investigated the performance of two implementations of global IntraA blocks in IIANet: ϕ(x,y) and
ϕ′(x,y) (see eqns. (2) and (3)). The results in Table 6 indicate that global IntraA blocks with ϕ(x,y) significantly improves
separation quality without notably increasing computational complexity. This finding underscores the importance of global
IntraA with ϕ(x,y) in effectively and accurately handing intra-modal contextual features, thereby substantially improving
performance.

Table 7. Comparison of separation quality and efficiency among different global IntraA implementations.

Implementations SI-SNRi SDRi Params (M) MACs (G)

ϕ(x,y) 16.0 16.2 3.1
:::::
18.64

ϕ′(x,y)
:::
14.7

:::
15.0 3.1 17.53

B. Dataset details
Lip Reading Sentences 2 (LRS2) (Afouras et al., 2018a). The LRS2 dataset consists of thousands of BBC video clips,
divided into Train, Validation, and Test folders. We used the same dataset consistent with previous works (Li et al., 2022;
Gao & Grauman, 2021; Lee et al., 2021), created by randomly selecting two different speakers from LRS2 and mixing their
speeches with signal-to-noise ratios between -5dB and 5dB. Since the LRS2 data contains reverberation and noise, and
the overlap rate is not 100%, the dataset is closer to real-world scenarios. We use the same data split containing 11-hour
training, 3-hour validation, and 1.5-hour test sets.

Lip Reading Sentences 3 (LRS3) (Afouras et al., 2018b). The LRS3 dataset includes thousands of spoken sentences
from YouTube but are from TED talks, generally cleaner environments. We used the same dataset consistent with previous
works (Li et al., 2022; Gao & Grauman, 2021; Lee et al., 2021), which is constructed by randomly selecting the voices of
two different speakers from the LRS3 data. In contrast to LRS2, the LRS3 data has relatively less noise and is closer to
separation tasks in clean environments. It comprises 28-hour training, 3-hour validation, and 1.5-hour test sets.

VoxCeleb2 (Chung et al., 2018). The VoxCeleb2 dataset contains over one million sentences from 6,112 individuals
extracted from YouTube videos, divided into Dev and Test folders. We used the same dataset consistent with previous works
(Li et al., 2022; Gao & Grauman, 2021; Lee et al., 2021), constructed by selecting 5% of the data from the Dev folder of
VoxCeleb2 for creating training and validation sets. Similar to LRS2, VoxCeleb2 also contains a significant amount of noise
and reverberation, making it closer to real-world scenarios, but the acoustic environment of VoxCeleb2 is more complex and
challenging. It comprises 56-hour training, 3-hour validation, and 1.5-hour test sets.

C. object function and metrics
We used scale-invariant source-to-noise ratio (SI-SNR) (Le Roux et al., 2019) as the objective function to be maximized for
training IIANet. The SI-SNR for each speaker is defined as:

SI-SNR(A, Ā) = 10 log10

(
||ωωω ×A||2

||Ā−ωωω ×A||2

)
, where ωωω =

Ā⊤A

A⊤A
, (8)

where A and Ā denote the ground truth speech signal and the estimate speech signal by the model, respectively. “×”
denotes the matrix multiplication.

The speech separation quality is usually assessed using two key metrics: SI-SNR improvement (SI-SNRi) and signal
distortion ratio improvement (SDRi). The use of SI-SNR and SDR improvements, which means that it considers the quality
of the separated audio and the difficulty of the mixture audio. This is important because for more difficult mixture audio to
separate, even if the performance of the separation system is not optimal, the improvement relative to the mixture audio may
still be significant. The values of both metrics are derived from the SI-SNR (Le Roux et al., 2019) and the SDR (Vincent
et al., 2006a). The higher the values of these metrics, the higher the separation quality. The formulas for SI-SNRi, SDR and
SDRi are as follows:

SI-SNRi(S,A, Ā) = SI-SNR(A, Ā)− SI-SNR(A,S), (9)
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SDR(A, Ā) = 10 log10

(
||A||2

||A− Ā||2

)
,

SDRi(S,A, Ā) = SDR(A, Ā)− SDR(A,S),

(10)

where S denotes the mixture audio.

D. Model configurations
IIANet’s audio encoder utilizes a single convolutional layer to obtain audio embeddings from the waveform signal. In
contrast, the audio decoder employs a transposed convolutional layer to convert these embeddings back into waveforms. They
are widely used in time-domain audio-only speech separation methods (Luo & Mesgarani, 2019; Luo et al., 2020; Li et al.,
2023). For the video encoder, we used the same pretrained model as in the CTCNet paper (Li et al., 2022), named CTCNet-
Lip. It consisted of 3D convolutional layers and a standard ResNet-18 network to extract lip movement features. Given
grayscale lip motion video frames V ∈ RTv×H×W , we initially applied strided 3D convolutions (with batch normalization,
ReLU, and MaxPooling layers) for preprocessing and downsampling. The downscaled video features Fv ∈ RTv×C0×H0×W0

were then processed frame-by-frame through the ResNet network to obtain lip embeddings Ev ∈ RT0v×Cv . Tv and Cv

represent the number of frames and feature dimensions after downsampling, respectively. We pretrained the video encoder
on the lip-reading task on the LRW (Lip Reading in the Wild) dataset (Son Chung et al., 2017), where each lip-reading video
has been annotated with one of 500 words. For classification predictions, we averaged the video encoder’s output across
the time dimension and appended a linear layer as a classifier. After pretraining, we fixed the feature extraction network’s
weights and reinitialized the video encoder for speech separation.

We set the kernel size of the audio encoder and decoder to 16 and stride size to 8. The video encoder utilized a lip-reading
pre-trained model consistent with CTCNet (Li et al., 2022) to extract visual embeddings. The number of down-sampling D
for auditory and visual networks was set to 4, and the number of channels for all convolutional layers was set to 512. The
auditory and visual networks used the same set of weights across different cycles, and they were cycled NF = 4 times; after
that, the audio network was additionally cycled NS = 12 times. The fast version of IIANet, namely IIANet-fast, performed
only NS = 6 cycles on the auditory network. For FFN in Inter-T blocks, we set the three convolutional layers to have
channel size (512, 1024, 512), kernel size (1, 5, 1), stride size (1, 1, 1), and biases (False, True, False). To avoid overfitting,
we set the dropout probability for all layers to 0.1.

E. Audio network
In IIANet (audio-only), we use only audio as input and its pipeline is shown in Figure 3A. The structure of the audio network
is illustrated in Figure 3B. Specifically, the audio network takes ES,t+1 as input and obtains multi-scale auditory features Si

through a bottom-up pathway. At the coarsest temporal scale, these multi-scale features are integrated to obtain the global
feature SG. Subsequently, we employ a top-down attention mechanism to generate modulated multi-scale auditory features
S̄i, enabling auditory focus across different temporal scales and capturing the core semantics at various scales. Finally,
through top-down processing, refined auditory features ĒS,t = Š0 are produced, serving as the input for the next audio
network iteration. To the end, we achieve optimization of auditory features within the audio network with shared parameters.

For the training and testing of IIANet (audio-only), we used hyperparameter settings and datasets consistent with IIANet for
a fair comparison with other models. We solved the permutation problem (Hershey et al., 2016) using permutation invariant
training (PIT) method (Yu et al., 2017) consistent with blind source separation methods (Li et al., 2023; Luo & Mesgarani,
2019; Luo et al., 2020) to maximize the SI-SNR.

As shown in Table 8, the speech separation quality with added visual information (IIANet) was improved by about 4 dB
compared to IIANet (audio-only).

F. Experimental configurations for multiple speakers
Dataset: We utilized the LRS2-3Mix and LRS2-4Mix datasets for training purposes. For audio data construction, we
selected random audio clips from 3 to 4 random speakers mixed with a random signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) value ranging
between -5 and 5 dB. Regarding visual data construction, we employed the same experimental setup used in the LRS2-2Mix
dataset. In the end, the constructed LRS2-3Mix and LRS2-4Mix datasets comprised 20,000 mixed speech samples for the
training set, 5,000 for the validation set, and 300 for the testing set.
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Figure 3. The overall pipeline and architecture of IIANet (audio-only).

Table 8. Separation results of different AVSS methods on LRS2, LRS3, and VoxCeleb2 datasets. These metrics represent the average
values for all speakers in each test set. The larger SI-SNRi, SDRi, and PESQ values are better.

Model LRS2 LRS3 VoxCeleb2

SI-SNRi SDRi PESQ SI-SNRi SDRi PESQ SI-SNRi SDRi PESQ

IIANet (ours) 16.0 16.2 3.23 18.3 18.5 3.28 13.6 14.3 3.12
IIANet (audio-only)

:::
11.2

:::
11.5

:::
2.32

:::
12.5

:::
12.8

:::
2.54

::
9.5

:::
10.0

:::
2.23

Training Process: Consistent with the experimental configuration used for training with two speakers, we trained different
baseline models and the IIANet on multi-speaker datasets. This approach allowed us to maintain uniformity in our
experimental configuration while exploring the model’s performance across varying numbers of speakers.

Inference Process: In the case of video with multiple speakers, our inference process is as follows: Firstly, we use a face
detection model (Zhang et al., 2016) to extract the facial images of the different speakers from the video. These images are
then cropped to isolate the lip area, with each of these cropped images serving as inputs to the lip reading model. At the
same time, the audio corresponding to the video is fed as input into the audio encoder. These processed visual and auditory
inputs are subsequently fed into our visual and auditory networks in the separation network, generating visual and auditory
features. Through this separation network, we obtain the audio mask of the intended speaker. Then, by employing the
audio decoder, we obtain the waveform of the intended speaker. This process continues iteratively until all speakers’ visual
information has been processed.

G. Control models
To validate the effectiveness of our proposed intra-attention and inter-attention blocks in IIANet, we constructed two control
models: Control 1 and Control 2.
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Figure 4. The architecture of IIANet’s control models. (A) Control 1. It is obtained by removing the IntraA and InterA blocks of IIANet.
(B) Control 2. It is obtained by removing InterA blocks of IIANet.

Control 1 was obtained by removing all IntraA and InterA blocks from IIANet, and its architecture is depicted in Figure 4A.
We retained the InterA-B blocks in Control 1 to preserve essential connectivity between the audio and visual networks for
audio-visual feature fusion. Control 2 was obtained by adding IntraA blocks to Control 1, and its architecture is depicted in
Figure 4B.

H. Impact of different AV fusion cycles NF

In IIANet, we gradually expanded the number of AV fusion cycles. With fixed audio-only cycle numbers of 14, the cycle
numbers for AV fusion were 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. This allowed us to gradually detect the effect of visual information through the
strength of the fused information. Table 9 shows that separation quality improved as the number of fusions increased, but
reached a plateau at 4. To make the model lightweight without compromising separation quality, we consider NF = 4 to be
a good choice.

I. Comparison of different video encoders
We examined the separation quality of three different pre-trained video encoder models on the LRS2-2Mix dataset: DC-
TCN (Ma et al., 2021), MS-TCN (Martinez et al., 2020), and CTCNet-Lip (Li et al., 2022), where DC-TCN, MS-TCN
and CTCNet-Lip are lip-reading models that are used to compute embeddings in linguistic contexts. We trained IIANet by
replacing only the video encoder. The results are shown in Table 10. Interestingly, we can find that the separation quality
was as good as using different video encoders (with SI-SNRi less than 0.3 dB). This indicates that different video encoders
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Table 9. Results on the LRS2 dataset for different numbers of audio-visual fusion cycles used by IIANet.
NF SI-SNRi SDRi PESQ Params(M) MACs(G)

1 14.0 14.2 3.06 3.1 17.99
2 14.5 14.7 3.10 3.1

::::
18.57

3
:::
15.2 15.3

:::
3.15 3.1 18.61

4 16.0
:::
16.2 3.23 3.1 18.64

5 16.0 16.3 3.23 3.1 18.68

do not affect overall performance as much, implying the pivotal role of the audio-video fusion strategy itself.

Table 10. Results of different video encoders used in IIANet on the LRS2 dataset. “Acc” denotes the accuracy of lip-reading recognition,
which is an effective metric for evaluating lip-reading capabilities.

Video encoder SI-SNRi SDRi PESQ Acc(%)

DC-TCN 15.7 16.0 3.19 88.0
MS-TCN

:::
15.8

:::
16.0

:::
3.22 85.3

CTCNet-Lip 16.0 16.2 3.23
:::
84.1

J. Impaired visual cues
We explored the relationship between visual cue loss (speaker’s facial orientation, specifically the side profile) and separation
quality. We utilized the MediaPipe6 tool on the LRS2 dataset to assess the speaker’s facial orientation and categorized 6000
audio-video pairs into two groups: frontal orientation (5331 samples) and side orientation (669 samples). A few sample
visualizations are shown in Figure 5. Our findings revealed a marked decline in separation quality for samples with a side
orientation compared to those facing front. Specifically, we observe that the SI-SNRi value decreases by more than 8% on
AVLiT-8 and CTCNet for side orientation samples compared to frontal orientation samples, whereas this decrease is only
about 4% on IIANet. This result underscores the effectiveness of our proposed cross-modal fusion approach in integrating
visual and auditory features capable of mitigating visual information impairment.

B. Side orientation

A. Frontal orientation

Figure 5. Sample visualizations of faces with different orientations in the LRS2 dataset.

6https://github.com/google/mediapipe
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Table 11. Results of different models with different orientations on the LRS2 dataset.
Model SI-SNRi SDRi PESQ

Frontal orientation

AVLiT-8 13.5 13.8 2.75
CTCNet

:::
14.9

:::
15.1

:::
3.12

IIANet 16.3 16.5 3.24

Side orientation

AVLiT-8 12.1 12.4 2.37
CTCNet

:::
13.7

:::
14.1

:::
3.04

IIANet 15.7 15.9 3.22

K. Data augmentation
To enhance the model’s generalization capability, we apply a dynamic mixture data augmentation scheme to the audio-visual
separation task. Specifically, we construct new training data during the training process by randomly sampling two speech
signals and mixing them after random gain adjustments. Similar approaches have been used in speech and music separation
methods (Subakan et al., 2021; Zeghidour & Grangier, 2021). As shown in Table 12, adopting the dynamic mixing training
scheme can further improve the model’s separation performance. We recommend using this training scheme in practice, as
the cost of generating mixtures is not high (compared to fixed training data, it only adds 0.1 minutes per epoch).

Table 12. Comparison of separation performance for different training schemes. “DM” stands for dynamic mixture scheme. Training time
refers to the time spent training one epoch on the LRS2 training set.

Method LRS2 LRS3 VoxCeleb2 Training Time (m)
SI-SNRi SDRi PESQ SI-SNRi SDRi PESQ SI-SNRi SDRi PESQ

Without DM
:::
16.0

:::
16.2

:::
3.23

:::
18.3

:::
18.5

:::
3.28

:::
13.6

:::
14.3

:::
3.12 36.1

With DM 16.8 17.0 3.35 18.6 18.8 3.30 14.0 14.7 3.17
:::
36.2

L. Visual results
We performed visual analysis of the separation performance of four AVSS methods: IIANet, CTCNet, VisualVoice and
AVConvTasNet. The results, based on models trained on the LRS2 dataset, are presented in Figure 6. We tested the
performance of the four algorithms by randomly selecting three audio mixing samples from the LRS2 dataset.

In Sample I, poor separation of high-frequency components was observed for CTCNet, VisualVoice, and AVConvTasNet. In
contrast, the IIANet model exhibited higher separation quality, evidenced by its clarity and strong similarity to the ground
truth.

In Sample II, IIANet presented more detailed harmonic features by accurately removing low and mid-frequency components
to the right of the center. In sharp contrast, the other models demonstrated significant deficiencies in recovering harmonic
features, resulting in large deviations from the ground truth.

In Sample III, IIANet demonstrated excellent ability to maintain the complex harmonic structure of the original audio. On
the other hand, models such as CTCNet and AVConvTasNet showed blurring effects in this regard, failing to capture the fine
details in the ground truth.

M. Bad cases
We have incorporated additional case studies featuring suboptimal separation effects. Specifically, through sorting and
analyzing the cases within the LRS2 test set based on their separation effects, we have identified instances posing challenges
in separation. We have meticulously scrutinized and summarized these cases, yielding the following key observations:
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Ground Truth IIANet (Ours) VisualvoiceCTCNet AVConvTasNet

Sample I

Sample II

Ground Truth IIANet (Ours) VisualvoiceCTCNet AVConvTasNet

Sample III
Ground Truth IIANet (Ours) VisualvoiceCTCNet AVConvTasNet

Figure 6. Spectrogram of separated audio from different models. Each row represents the results for the same audio mixture.

• Some audio samples exhibited pronounced noise and reverberation, rendering the audio content challenging to discern
even to the human ear.

• The low resolution of certain video samples led to inadequate details in the lip region images, impeding the quality of
separation.

• In scenarios where two speakers exhibited high timbre similarity, our separation model occasionally misallocated
segments of speech content to non-target speakers.

We hope that researchers will pay attention to these issues in the future and explore corresponding approaches to improve
the performance of audio-visual separation models.
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